The problem of pronouns is one of the most difficult problems of modern linguistics.
Their status pronominalis, place in the parts of speech system, the question of their singling out in a separate part of speech remains debatable.
The traditional view on the pronoun as a special part of speech is challenged by many linguists. The discord arises from the different understanding of semantics of pronominatives and their grammatical functions. According to Iu. L. Vorotnikov, "pronouns in the language are a special and, if anything, one of the most enigmatic class of words around which lively linguistic debate evolves, but to this day, many questions of their semantics and functioning in the statement remain controversial" (Vorotnikov, 2001, 42) . As a rule, the pronoun is defined as the part of speech indicating objects, features and amounts, without naming them (ngi -"who", he -"you", erek -"this", ady -"vul" / ady-gul -"a few"). Many researchers of Russian grammar (A.M. Peshkovskii, N. Iu. Shvedova, E.N. Sidorenko, O.E. Rudenko et al.) consider this definition not enough complete and tend to treat the pronoun as a special part of speech, categorically related to nouns, adjectives, numerals, adverbs, impersonal-predicative words, which "having a special pronominal method of objective reality representation" (Sidorenko, 2005, p. 31) .
Based on the main lexical and semantic functions of pronominatives and their grammatical function in the Even language, we can distinguish the following types: 1) pronouns, correlative with nouns: bi -"I", һi -"you", ngi -"who", iak -"what", ngi-de -"nobody", ngi-vul -"someone", chelen -"all", "iak-ta" -"nothing", erek -"this", etc.;
2) pronouns, categorically correlative with adjectives: irek -"which", irek -"what", errochin / erbochon -"such, like", tarrochin / tarbochon -"such", erek-kul -"some, certain", irek-kul -"a kind of, some", tarak -"that one", erek -"this", irek-te -"no one, every", irektarak -"anyone, anyone else, another", and so on;
3) pronouns, categorically correlative with numerals: adi -"how many, how much", tardin -"so many", ady-vul (ady-gul) -"any, some"; 4) pronouns, correlative with adverbs:
ile -"where", irteki / irtiki -"where to", iduk -"where from", on -"how", ok -"when", iami -"why", ahun -"for how many, far", tala -"there", ele -"here", erteki / ertiki -"to here", taduk -"from there", iami-vul / iami-gul -"for some reason", hadun -"sometimes", ereger -"always", and so on.
Semantic classification of pronouns, which the compilers of textbooks adhere to, includes the following types:
1. personal: bi -"I", hi -"you sg.", nongan -"he", mut (inclusive form), bu (exclusive form) -"we", hu -"you pl.", nongartan -they.
2. reflexive: meeni (sg.), meenur, meerbur (pl.) "self"; and reciprocal: meen meenur / meer meerbur -"each other".
3. personal-possessive in the short and 4. Demonstrative: tar -"this one", tarak -"that one", tavara -"yonder", er -"this very", erek -"this", errochin / erbochon -"such as this", tarrochin / tarbochon -"such as that one", tardin -"how many, much", tala -"there", ele -"here", tartaki -"there", erteki -"to here", taduk -"from there", eduk -"from here", tachin -"so", tarakam -"then", tarit -"after", tiemi -"because, so", tachikan -"insomuch". In the Even language the attributive pronouns include:
1) Pronouns with universal-quantifying meaning: 1) pointing to the entire set, "meaning aggregate, generalization and complete coverage of anything" (Lebedev, 1982, p. 66) : eeidu -"whole, all", bekech -"completely, full", bekechen -"all", bekechchur -"everyone", cheele, cheelen -"all, the whole, entire, every", kubechen -"every, all, whole", kubechchur -"everybody", butun / butunni -"whole, full".
2) Pronouns, pointing to an arbitrary object in the set: kubech, giaki, giakitang -"anyone, anybody, anything, different", beiteen -"each person", irek-tarak -"any, every". In the Okhotsk dialect V.D. Lebedev discovered the pronominal words chiistan -"all", borrowed from the Russian language: "Chiistan okooskal avatlal"
(All windows have been washed) (Lebedev , 1982, p .66) . Pronouns with exclusive meaning are also formed from the interrogative pronouns:
ngii -"who", iak -"what", irek -"which" by adding the definitive particle -ta / -te , -da / -de , -tta / -tte: irek te -"no one, everyone", ngi-de -"anyone, anybody", iak-ta -"anything, either".
2) Amplifying and exclusive words derived from different stems and semantically heterogeneous. Derived from reflexive pronoun meen-words meenken -"by oneself, alone"
meerker -"by themselves, alone" are used for the accentuation of an active person and have the meaning of "self-sufficiency" (bi meenken ele emrem -"I came here myself" -without crutches) and "significant personal involvement"
(nongan meenken ele emren -"He came here" -instead of sending someone). The described category also includes: beiu -"myself" (in Lamunhinskii dialect it has a complete paradigm of declination), beid'i -"self", beiteen -"each"
(person), tarak -"that one", erek -"this one", erdin -"the same as this one (in size, volume, and so on), haan -"some, partial", adykun / adukun -"little, a small amount", abal -"little", hooia -"many, much". The pronoun beiteen - In the western dialects such definitive (Lebedev, 1982, p. 67) . "It is interesting to note that in the Manchu language words bei "self" or beise "themselves" are used as reflexive pronouns" (Lebedev, 1978, p. 78) . Attributive pronouns erdin, tardin, apparently, are historically complex, as they consist of words er -"this", tar -"that" and di -"size, volume, height". In attributive pronouns vowel i is short, and the word di is always used with personalpossessive suffixes (di-n, di-s, di-v) (Robbek, 1989, p. 126) . In the Lamunhinskii dialect there remained one form with the possessive 3 p. affix -n: erdi-n, tardi-n. In the literary language and
Eastern dialects these attributive pronouns have a complete paradigm of simple declension in singular and plural. In the Lamunhinskii dialect substantive pronouns decline only when they are subjects or objects, while being a component of attributive phrases they do not decline, so they are adjacent to the main noun (Fedorenkova 2010, p. 104) . Attributive pronouns errochin, tarrochin "were formed by the fusion of the demonstrative pronoun er / tar and the word urechin -"similar": errochin <er + urechin and tarrochin <tar + urechin" (Dutkin, 1995, p. 42) .
4) Pronominal words meaning "different":
gia -"another, different", hoonte / huunte -"another, strange", gaad -"the other, one of the pair", haan -"the other" (about a part, some), the Even language enlist mistakenly some nouns among the attributive pronouns in the literary language (haan -"a part of smth, sb"; hooia -"a large amount of smth, a lot"), and also adjectives (gee -"another, second"; hoonte -"another, strange, alien"; abal, adikun -"incomplete, insufficient, little") (Lebedev, 1982, p. 68) .
Not only in the Even language pronominal attributive words cause difficulties in classification.
The authors of some classifications are moving away from the term "attributive pronouns". A.M.
Peshkovskii places these pronouns in three categories:
generalizing, aggregate and exclusive (Peshkovskii, 2001, p. 157) . V.N. Migirin calls attributive pronouns negatively generalizing and positively generalizing (Migirin, 1973, p. 218) . Semantic heterogeneity of attributive pronouns, as they perform different syntactic functions (not only those of adjectives), being subjects, objects or adverbial modifiers, necessitating the change of the term "attributive pronouns". Based on their nature and meaning, E.N. Sidorenko proposes to call them generalizingexclusive (Sidorenko, 2005, p. 45 ). Yet, difficulties in determining the place of attributive pronominativesin the grammatical system of the Even language, their functional-semantic and dialectal features require further comprehensive research.
